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Why?
Language that a ects the world

Access to Broader Semantics
What’s it like to drive a bus?

Remove the cream from the middle of the Oreo…

HERB (Siddhartha Srinivasa)
How many hours of watching to achieve same level of performance
as 30m of practice?

ff

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqGdH8lWvbA

What does interaction mean?
Grid World?

Graph Navigation?

Reinforcement Learning: Crash Course AI#9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIgIv4IfJ6s

Manipulation?

Paxton 2019
Anderson 2018

fi

1. How does the agent move?
2. How many arms or legs does it have?
3. How many ngers (if any) do the grippers have?
4. How many joints do the limbs have?
5. What about physics? Real motor noise?
…

Every Dimension Interacts
Language
YouCook2

Goal
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Abstract

Indoor autonomous mobile service robots can overcome
their hardware and potential algorithmic limitations by
asking humans for help. In this work, we focus on
mobile robots that need human assistance at specific
spatially-situated locations (e.g., to push buttons in an
elevator or to make coffee in the kitchen). We address
the problem of what the robot should do when there are
no humans present at such help locations. As the robots
are mobile, we argue that they should plan to proactively seek help and travel to offices or occupied locations to bring people to the help locations. Such planning involves many trade-offs, including the wait time
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ers. Figure 3 shows an example human view of the environment (Top) and the textual view of the simulator M ARCO
sees (Bottom). Figure 4 shows the overhead layout map (not
seen by participants) of this environment, with the follower’s
movement trace marked.
The director’s task in each environment is split into three
phases. In the first phase, a director freely explores the environment. Second, the director is quizzed for navigation
competency in the environment. Once able to pass the competency test by navigating efficiently among the named locations, the director is queried for directions between all pairs
of named places in the environment. For each route, the director types a set of instructions, then navigates to the goal,
and then self-rates his(her) belief that (s)he has reached the
goal and the quality of his(her) own instructions.
To gauge the quality of the route instructions, another
group of people evaluated the route instructions. Thirtysix participants (15 female, 21 male) read the route instructions and attempted to follow the routes described in the virtual environments. While navigating, the follower could reexamine the route instructions by pressing a key, which covered the navigation screen with a pop-up window showing
the instruction text. Each route instruction text was evaluated independently by six people. The destination positions
were not marked in the environments; the followers had to
explicitly end the navigation and indicate whether they believed they had reached the described goal.

building occupants and transporting objects from one location to another. However, they do not have manipulators to
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the office worker. Identifying an optimal help policy hinges
on evaluating this tradeoff between interruption costs to the
Copyright c 2012, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
people in the environment and task completion time.
structions had a mean of 34.5 words from a lexicon of 587
words and, as modeled, had means of 4.7 context frames and
5.1 compound action specifications.
The six directors in this study vary significantly in writing style as a group and across different route instructions.
Across directors, style varies significantly in length of the
instructions (m=36.4, sd=16.5 words), size of the lexicon
used (m=213, sd=55 words), number of frames used (m=5.0,
sd=2.0 frames), efficiency of the routes (m=55, sd=21 percentage points), human success rate (m=63, sd=19 percentage points), and human subjective rating (m=4.0, sd=1.0 of
1–6 scale).
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1. How rich or abstract is the language?
2. How complex is the visual eld?
3. Is the vision 2D, 3D, Lidar, … ?
4. What kind of supervision do you have?
…

Choose your own adventure

Sequential and Online Modeling
Action Recognition
3D
Conv

Embodied

Action
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p(Action|v0 , ..., vt )

“Action Summary”

Action

??
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p(vt |v0 , ..., Action)

Requirement: Have a goal

What is a “goal”?
“Put the green dog on the table”
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1 , a0 , ..., at )

Planning
Pre- and Post-Conditions
Task 4: Must locate object,
to move to object

Task 3: Must move to object,
to hold object

Task 2: Must hold object,
to place object

Task 1: Recognize Success

Instances of “green dog sculpture on table”

So what are we actually optimizing? What’s our actual goal?

Let’s Start Simple

Instruction Following
Explicit Action Supervision

Walk out of the bedroom through the open door into the hallway
Turn the corner and walk into the dining area.
Pass the dining table and walk into the living room area towards the television.
Stop near the chair and open sliding doors to outside

V+L -> A
Turn left

and go straight
LEFT

Does this actually need vision?
Does this understand plans?

FWD

No, this is ~Semantic Parsing

V+L -> A
Walk out of the bedroom through the open door into the hallway
LEFT

Does this actually need vision?
Does this understand plans?

FWD

Yes
Maybe, probably not

First Major Question: Alignment
Exit the bedroom and go towards the table. Go to the
stairs on the left of the couch. Wait on the third step.
I think
I am here

Ma et al, “Self-Monitoring Navigation Agent via Auxiliary Progress Estimation” ICLR 2019
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Lots of Data

Lots and lots of aligned data?
Wait, remember the bus driver question?

Ku et al. Room-Across-Room: Multilingual Vision-and-Language Navigation with Dense Spatiotemporal Grounding — EMNLP 2020

What if you make a mistake?
The Frontier

Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
The New Frontier

Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
The Frontier

Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
Eventually …

Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
1. Did I reach the target

??

?


Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
1. Did I reach the target
2. Am I lost?

????

?


Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
1. Did I reach the target
2. Am I lost?
3. Should I backtrack?

?

?


 


Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did I reach the target
Am I lost?
Should I backtrack
Where to backtrack to?

?


?


 


Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

What if you make a mistake?
A lot of the visual observations and actions
have no correspondence to the language

Ke 2019, Tactical Rewind: Self-Correction via Backtracking in Vision-and-Language Navigation - CVPR 2019

Underspecification
Leave the bedroom
LEFT

Does this actually need vision?
Does this understand plans?

FWD

Yes
Maybe?

Why does this question matter?
Because in general, we can’t supervise everything
Hey Siri, remind me to do my laundry
if(detergent)
remind at home

else
remind to buy detergent when at store

Hey Siri-bot, do my laundry

Go to hamper…

ALFRED
Action Learning From Realistic Environments and Directives

Seven High-level Tasks
Paths are generated by planner

Double Place

Pick & Place

Heat

Stack

Cool

Examine

Rinse

Data collection
(Stack, Fork, Cup, CounterTop, Kitchen3)

Tuple
Planner

(x,y,z) | is_fork(x) ^ is_cup(y) ^ on(x, y) ^ is_counter(z) ^ on(y, z)

Sample

Execute

Annotate
Language

Language

Language

Language

Language

Language

Language

Language

Language

Example Language

Action Space
Wash the cup

Put In

• Masks for object interaction
- Discrete actions (no torques)
Toggle

"Place a heated apple slice on the large table"

create_slice(apple)

collect(knife) locate(apple)

heat(apple_slice) place(apple_slice, table)

slice(apple)

…

End-to-End Models
Turn around and move to the stove,
then turn left to face the counter to the
left of the stove. Pick up the sharp knife
with the yellow handle from the counter…

LSTM
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Pick-up
What’s hidden in that?

If I gave you one of these and labeled it,
could you abstract to the others?

Does “pick up” mean the same thing for all of these?
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• To improve
the precision
of the
VAE samples,
in- parts
object
that
affect
grasp success.
al. [35] circummprove
the precision
of the VAE
samples,
we in- we object
thatparts
affect
grasp
success.
Yan et al.Yan
[35]etcircum-

Simplify with Blocks and Coordinates
Put the orange block to the right of the green block

Why?
Is this a useful training datum?
(“Put the orange block to right of the green block”,
0.35)

We no longer have a discrete grounding

Simple Blocks

A Shared Semantic Space
Language
“take the yellow object from the table and place it on top of the red object”
move_to(yellow) grasp(yellow) … release(yellow)

Observations

Paxton et al. Prospection: Interpretable Plans From Language By Predicting the Future ICRA 2019

A Shared Semantic Space
Language
“take the yellow object from the table and place it on top of the red object”
move_to(yellow) grasp(yellow) … release(yellow)

Observations

✓t

7 DOF Joint Position
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Paxton et al. Prospection: Interpretable Plans From Language By Predicting the Future ICRA 2019

A Shared Semantic Space
Language
“take the yellow object from the table and place it on top of the red object”
move_to(yellow) grasp(yellow) … release(yellow)

Generation

Observations

✓t

7 DOF Joint Position
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Deconvolution
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Predicting the Future
Goal:
take the yellow object from the table
and place it on top of the red object
Current World

Interpretable Possible Futures

ht

grasp(yellow)

lift(yellow)

move(yellow, red)

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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Objectives
Latent Space

Zt
<latexit sha1_base64="xMLz7ZfXk/JiC2q2rr7M9N+LwaU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8eK9gPbUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTS/WMPe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5pNRNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn81OnZATq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieOVnQiUpcsXmi8JUEozJ9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsiF4iy8vk+ZZ1TuvuncXldp1HkcRjuAYTsGDS6jBLdShAQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz7mrQUnnzmEP3A+fwBEMo3H</latexit>

Reconstruction

||Ŵt
<latexit sha1_base64="b1owjApWNqZiCuDV6X8gwacHmdE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAR3FiSKuiy6MZlBdsU2hgm00k7dPJg5kYoSTb+ihsXirj1M9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce4+fCK7Asr6NpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z9fc22+pOJWUNWksYtn2iWKCR6wJHARrJ5KR0BfM8Yc3Y995ZFLxOLqHUcLckPQjHnBKQEueeZjn3QGBzCk8wGfY8SDPH2pezTMrVtWaAC8Se0YqaIaGZ351ezFNQxYBFUSpjm0l4GZEAqeCFeVuqlhC6JD0WUfTiIRMudnkgQKfaKWHg1jqigBP1N8TGQmVGoW+7gwJDNS8Nxb/8zopBFduxqMkBRbR6aIgFRhiPE4D97hkFMRIE0Il17diOiCSUNCZlXUI9vzLi6RVq9rnVevuolK/nsVRQkfoGJ0iG12iOrpFDdREFBXoGb2iN+PJeDHejY9p65IxmzlAf2B8/gDwupX2</latexit>

2
Wt ||2

Pose

SubGoal

Cactor (✓ˆt , ✓t )

CG (Ĝt , Gt )

<latexit sha1_base64="8vqeudKKuZe/JJYQyTBl4g94cRk=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsBQqSElU0GWxG5cV7AOaECbTSTt08mDmRighX+DGX3HjQhG3rt35N07bLLT1wIUz59zL3Hv8RHAFlvVtrKyurW9slrbK2zu7e/vmwWFHxamkrE1jEcueTxQTPGJt4CBYL5GMhL5gXX/cnPrdByYVj6N7mCTMDckw4gGnBLTkmdWmlxEKscxrzohA5sCIAcm9DPIzPH94cOqZFatuzYCXiV2QCirQ8swvZxDTNGQRUEGU6ttWAm5GJHAqWF52UsUSQsdkyPqaRiRkys1m5+S4qpUBDmKpKwI8U39PZCRUahL6ujMkMFKL3lT8z+unEFy7GY+SFFhE5x8FqcAQ42k2eMAloyAmmhAqud4V0xGROh+dYFmHYC+evEw653X7om7dXVYaN0UcJXSMTlAN2egKNdAtaqE2ougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/Exb10xipkj9AfG5w+3V5yC</latexit>

Block pos

Cobj (zt )
<latexit sha1_base64="anjjliYozxvDOu+1ZrsUmcVhPzg=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMdiLx4r2A9olyWbZtvYbLIks0Jd+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwZVSqKWtSJZTuhMQwwSVrAgfBOolmJA4Fa4ej+tRvPzJtuJL3ME6YH5OB5BGnBKzUqweZCh8mlacAzoJS2a26M+Bl4uWkjHI0gtJXr69oGjMJVBBjup6bgJ8RDZwKNin2UsMSQkdkwLqWShIz42ezmyf41Cp9HCltSwKeqb8nMhIbM45D2xkTGJpFbyr+53VTiK79jMskBSbpfFGUCgwKTwPAfa4ZBTG2hFDN7a2YDokmFGxMRRuCt/jyMmmdV72Lqnt3Wa7d5HEU0DE6QRXkoStUQ7eogZqIogQ9o1f05qTOi/PufMxbV5x85gj9gfP5A58+kWc=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="hbUeevcnypk665dP7o71sl9qLBI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJliEClJmVNBlsYu6rGAf0A5DJs20oZnMkNwRylDwV9y4UMSt3+HOvzF9LLT1wOUezrmX3JwgEVyD43xbuZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd8/eP2jqOFWUNWgsYtUOiGaCS9YADoK1E8VIFAjWCobVid96ZErzWD7AKGFeRPqSh5wSMJJvH1X9rDYudQcETPfhHNd8OPPtolN2psDLxJ2TIpqj7ttf3V5M04hJoIJo3XGdBLyMKOBUsHGhm2qWEDokfdYxVJKIaS+bnj/Gp0bp4TBWpiTgqfp7IyOR1qMoMJMRgYFe9Cbif14nhfDGy7hMUmCSzh4KU4EhxpMscI8rRkGMDCFUcXMrpgOiCAWTWMGE4C5+eZk0L8ruZdm5vypWbudx5NExOkEl5KJrVEF3qI4aiKIMPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxG81Z851D9AfW5w/aq5TC</latexit>

ted
c
i
d
pre
ent
r
r
u
c

*

move(yellow,
red)

1-hot
selector

}
<latexit sha1_base64="Jd3B4pbgSdF7SIopAY9TlbY mUk=">A AB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZ LGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0 Jv2yxW36s5BVomXkwrkaPTLX71BzNI pWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTUi/VmFA2pkPsWip hNrP5pdOyZlVBiSMlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvZm4n9eNzXhtZ9xmaQGJVs ClNBTExmb5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVF mbDglG4K3/PIqaV1Uvcuqe1+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB582jWk=</latexit>

x #steps in horizon
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Long Tails

Templates:
put the yellow one on the green block
Humans:
move the yellow cube to the right until it is on top of the green cube with the front
half of the yellow cube touching the far half of the top of the green cube

Paxton et al. Prospection: Interpretable Plans From Language By Predicting the Future ICRA 2019

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2019

Where does semantics come from?

s a conference paper at ICLR 2019

Someone labeled it?

per at ICLR 2019
Self-Play
and
Physical
A
ordances?
p(a|v
,
...,
v
)
0
t
Exit the bedroom and go towards the table. Go to the
<latexit sha1_base64="I5ILJdfoFqxX6L++L9nEXlut79A=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SFCzeDRahQQiKKLotuXFawF2hDmEyn7dDJhZlJocRsfBU3LhRx62O4822ctllo6w8DH/85hzPn92POpLLtb6Owsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zumfsHTRklgtAGiXgk2j6WlLOQNhRTnLZjQXHgc9ryR7fTemtMhWRR+KAmMXUDPAhZnxGstOWZR3EFo0c09uwqsiwLVTWmKjvzzLJt2TOhZXByKEOuumd+dXsRSQIaKsKxlB3HjpWbYqEY4TQrdRNJY0xGeEA7GkMcUOmmswMydKqdHupHQr9QoZn7eyLFgZSTwNedAVZDuVibmv/VOonqX7spC+NE0ZDMF/UTjlSEpmmgHhOUKD7RgIlg+q+IDLHAROnMSjoEZ/HkZWieW86lZd9flGs3eRxFOIYTqIADV1CDO6hDAwhk8Ayv8GY8GS/Gu/Exby0Y+cwh/JHx+QPPEpP7</latexit>

stairs on the left of the couch. Wait on the third step.

Simulator De nitions?

I think
I am here

droom and go towards the table. Go to the
e left of the couch. Wait on the third step.

s the table. Go to the
ait on the third step.

History info

I think
I am here

PickupObject
History info

I think
I am here

History info

Which words are c
Which words are f
Which direction m

Which words are completed?
Which words are for next action?
Which direction matches words?

Textual grounding

Which words are completed?
Which words are for next
action?Visual grounding
Selfmonitoring
Which direction
matches
words?
Textual grounding

Progress monitoring

Selfmonitoring

Visual grounding
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Textual grounding

Progress monitoring

Action: Go to the stairs

Figure 1: Vision-and-Language
Navigation
task
and
our
proposed
self-monitoring
a
Visual grounding
ff

fi

Selfmonitoring

All of these are the “same” verb

Embodiment
• Choose your own adventure — Lots of noise
• What does it mean to succeed?
• Where do concepts come from?
• What’s the role of exploration?

fi

• Language is woefully underspeci ed

